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Work Stress:
The Bottom Line? Stress is Bad for Business
by award-winning author / stress-relief expert Susie Mantell
We're seeing unprecedented incidence of work-related stress attributed to workplace tension, recession stress
and downsizing, extended periods seated at computers and even air travel. The impact of such stressors
manifests in absenteeism, unprecedented incidence of depression, addictive behaviors, stress-related-illness,
everyday irritability and "burn-out." Re-circulated air and inadequate rest further set the stage for health
problems, exacerbated and sometimes caused by stress that originates in the office.
Exponentially increasing responsibilities and across-the-board economic concerns are creating a climate in
which stress is becoming a routine part of doing business, and wise managers understand that this must be
addressed on the job. I suspect many failed ventures can be traced back to managers finding both themselves
overwhelmed by stress and a staff who just couldn't make it better.
I recall a very skilled physician whose expertise I respected tremendously. His inability to organize and
administrate was terrible, however, and this brilliant practitioner kept finding himself so strung-out over billing
problems and scheduling errors that his reputation as a skilled and compassionate caregiver suffered. Sadly, his
entire staff was so stressed-out by their work environment that one-by-one, they quit, and his practice dwindled,
dried up and died.
How often do we hear of clients or associates parting company due to bad attitudes or short tempers? The
bottom line of any company has as much to do with the physical and emotional health of its employees as it has
to do with business acumen and a crack sales staff. Wise managers understand that organizations on every size
are still comprised of people-- with all their human gifts and frailties.
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